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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Dime Novel Detective Scene
- Living-room in the Watson Farm house. Time - Evening. Scene - Living-room in the Watson Farm
house. Evening. Doors L. C., L. 4 R. 4. Interior backings to these. Exterior backing to L. C.,
representing a farm scene. Window R. C., at back. Desk c. at back. Chair in front of desk. Table c.,
down stage, chairs at table. Lighted lamp on table Fireplace and mantel in L. 2 flat. Two looking
glasses, a pipe, etc. on mantel. Sofa L, down stage. Other furniture as desired to dress stage. Lights
full up. As curtain rises, Sadie Malone is discovered sweeping and singing. She continues her
sweeping and singing for a few seconds, then enter Gus Bilkins R. 4. reading novel, a huge pistol
stuck in his pocket or belt). Gus - (Reading novel). Crack, crack, tew tremendous reports shuck the
air and bullets flew so clus tew Green Mounting Joe s head, thet they actually cut away a section of
his whiskers. (Places novel in his pocket). Mighty, but...
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ReviewsReviews

This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly

It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd-- Clotilde Wieg a nd
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